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The policy pursued by the Canadian government in the late
1960s as regards nuclear weapons, Europe and NATO was
ambiguous1. One section of the Canadian administration supported the
theory of détente and feared the possibility of Canada finding itself
isolated in the event of attack by the Soviet bloc. The figures involved
included liberals like Mitchell Sharp2 and Paul Martin3 as well as
bureaucrats concerned with external affairs such as Léo Cadieaux4.
They represented the wing of the Liberal party supporting the former
prime minister Lester Pearson and the “quiet diplomacy” approach to
foreign policy.5
The other section regarded the Soviet threat as overstated and
was very critical of United States policy, which they saw as dragging
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Canada into war. The “critics”, including young Liberals such as
Walter Gordon1, Eric Kierans2 and Ivan Head, maintained that
Canadian foreign policy was in need of substantial revision in order to
address the new international scene effectively3. These new
“mandarins” were close collaborators of Pierre Elliott Trudeau, the
new leader of the Liberal party4.
As a candidate for the position of prime minister, Trudeau never
hesitated to express his misgivings about the Canadian defence
system, which he described as both ineffective and costly in his very
first speech of the 1968 electoral campaign, going so far as to call for
Canada’s withdrawal from NATO5.
He drew attention on 28 May 1968 to the need for thorough
reappraisal “because of the changing nature of Canada and the world
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around us” and for a new approach that would be “pragmatic and
realistic1”. Trudeau considered it necessary to revise some traditional
views, return to fundamental principles, and make no assumptions
about the validity of the policies previously pursued. These changes
were deemed necessary because of deeper technological, demographic
and economic changes affecting complex problems at the world level
and also because of the new role being assumed by postcolonial
countries as regards the international equilibrium.
Once in power, Trudeau and his staff examined the basis for a
new approach to defence policy taking into account the traumatic
impact on the North American security system of factors such as the
tragic Kennedy and Martin Luther King assassinations, black unrest,
and French-Canadian separatism. Apart from internal motivations,
Trudeau maintained that it was pointless to maintain conventional
weapons and troops in Europe as a deterrent to hypothetical Soviet
attack. The new government had three ways to act in 1969, namely
cutting the armed forces, reducing nuclear armaments and the
Canadian role in NATO, and freezing Canada’s military budget.
Trudeau was soon forced to moderate his tone and his requests,
not least because his own defence establishment appeared incapable of
understanding his views when asked to draw up a paper on policy
review. Trudeau and the cabinet thus rejected a defence review paper
in August as “nothing more than a reaffirmation of current policy”.
The delays caused frustration and suspicion in the House of
Commons, also because they increased with each review. Trudeau
was often forced to defend his cabinet during Question Time against
accusations of intellectual sterility2.
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The Prime Minister’s optimism was dented by two factors.
Firstly, the NATO Defence Planning Committee was scheduled to
meet in May 1969, on the 20th anniversary of the treaty, and Canada
had not yet prepared a plan to present to its allies. Secondly, he had
realised during his European visit in January that Europe saw the EastWest question as the crucial point, the primary candidate for financial
and human resources, and thus felt that the European countries could
not understand Canada’s desire to shift the focus of foreign policy to
postcolonial and underdeveloped countries1.
The defence review had arrived at a critical stage in February.
The departments of External Affairs and Defence and the STAFEUR2
submitted a report to the Cabinet Committee that covered all the
options from neutrality to maintenance of the status quo but argued
strongly in favour of Canada continuing its membership of NATO and
military contribution to Europe defence. While the paper was
unquestionably influenced by the Soviet Union’s invasion of
Czechoslovakia in August 1968, it was still very far from what
Trudeau had expected. In his view, the new government could not
endorse the old policies after a year of public debate and promises
without disappointing the Canadian electorate.
At this point, Trudeau played his last card and asked to Ivan
Head, a young law professor and diplomat, to find a solution. Head
assembled a team, called the Non-Group3, which drew up another
there would be little purpose in reviewing it.” November 19, 1968, House of
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paper proposing both a reduction of the armed forces over the space of
ten years to 50,000, strictly limited to domestic duties apart from
1,800 based in Canada but assigned to NATO’s Allied Command
Europe mobile force, and the rejection of any nuclear-strike role for
the Air Force’s CF-104s in Europe and of Honest John surface-tosurface missiles with nuclear warheads.
After initially adverse reactions on the part of the ministers
Mitchell Sharp and Léo Cadieaux, who interpreted the Head paper as
encroaching on their areas of responsibility, the Cabinet accepted the
paper. Trudeau made the following statement in a press conference on
3 April 1969 : “The government has rejected any suggestion that
Canada assume a non-aligned or neutral role in world affairs. The
Canadian government intends, in consultation with Canada’s allies, to
take early steps to bring about a planned and phased reduction of the
size of the Canadian forces in Europe”.
This announcement led to irritated reactions on the part of
European allies and the United States but also to internal opposition.
There was, of course, no criticism from Paris. The German Foreign
Minister Willy Brant protested, but not so “strongly [as] to force any
change”. “I did not enjoy the 20th anniversary meeting in Washington”
was the comment made by the British Defence Minister Denis
Healey1.
Trudeau was nevertheless able to consider the defence review a
success. His perseverance had established a new principle in
government organisation, namely the primacy of ministerial decisions
over the civil service machinery, as well as the new government’s
ability to abandon old policies without losing ministers and support.
The Prime Minister tabled a motion in the House of Commons
on 21 April 1969 for approval of government policy as regards
NATO2 and the debate commenced on 23 April. The text outlining the
new defence policy was necessarily vague as regards concrete action
and dates as no decisions could be taken prior to discussion with the
NATO allies.
Trudeau’s statement to the House started from the need to
establish priorities : “We are attempting to learn whether Canada, by
assistant secretary to the Treasury Board responsible for the financial requirements
of the Canadian Armed Forces.
1
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reassessing in a systematic fashion its own and the world situation,
may play a more effective role in pursuing its objectives. We want to
be sure that we are doing, so far as we are able, the right things in the
right places. Canada’s resources, both human and physical, are
immense, but they are not limitless. We must establish priorities
which will permit us to expend our energies in a fashion that will best
further the values that we cherish1”. These priorities had to consider a
new world “as interdependent as that of today, with instant worldwide communications systems and pre-targeted nuclear armed
rockets2”.
Trudeau outlined five fundamental conditions that he saw as
offering hope for lasting security :
1. Prevention of deterioration or serious imbalance of the
status quo as regards nuclear weapons
2. Co-operation in preventing conflicts that might escalate
into nuclear war
3. Participation in international peacekeeping forces and
non-military initiatives
4. Allocation of adequate resources to the examination
and negotiation of arms limitation and disarmament
agreements
5. Allocation of an increasing percentage of national
resources to activities designed to relieve or remove causes
of unrest such as economic insecurity.
The Prime Minister also underlined how defence policy and
foreign policy influenced one another : “it becomes apparent that
Canada’s NATO relationship was not a military decision. It was a
political decision3”. He recalled Canada’s sustained military
contribution to NATO in the twenty years since its creation and
suggested at Europe was now better able to defend itself and assume
its responsibilities. He also envisaged a new important and political
role for NATO in “accommodation with the Warsaw Pact countries of
the outstanding differences between the two alliances and agreement
on arms controls and arms limitation4”.
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Robert L. Stenfield, leader of the opposition, replied to the
Prime Minister’s address by accusing the government of having no
clear policy on NATO. In particular, he accused Mr. Cadieux, the
Minister of National Defence, and Mr. Sharp, Secretary of State for
External Affairs, of being “as docile a bunch of kittens as one could
find anywhere1”. Stenfiled underlined the contradictions emerging
from the Prime Minister’s statement and the danger that redeploying
troops from Europe to North America would strengthen integration
with the United States2.
Stenfield ended by asserting that even though the Prime Minister
had rightly rejected neutrality as a policy for Canada, he still adopted
a “fortress America” philosophy containing “two ideas which most
Canadians long ago rejected – isolationism and continentalism3”. For
these reasons Stanfield moved that the motion be amended by deleting
the words “the Government’s policy of” together with everything after
the word “and” and adding the following : “Parliament strongly
condemns the retreat from internationalism to isolationism contained
in the Prime Minister’s statement of April 3 and his speech of
April 12”.
The debate continued with an address by Mr. Douglas of the
New Democratic Party, MP for Nanaïmo-Cowichan-Les Isles4, who
started by attacking the government for having not consulted
parliament before the statement on 3 April and accused the Prime
Minister of hypocrisy : “He reminded me of the late William Lyon
Mackenzie King, who once conducted a referendum in this country on
the question, ‘conscription if necessary, but not necessarily
conscription’. The Prime Minister’s policy now is ‘reduction if
necessary, but not necessarily reduction’ – referring, of course, to our
forces in NATO5”.
Targeting the problem inside the Cabinet as well as the reasons
for the Prime Minister’s uncertainty, Mr. Douglas pointed out that
1
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although the government called it a “false perspective to have a
military alliance determine your foreign policy”, that was exactly what
it was doing with its new foreign policy based on a new defence
policy and reduced NATO commitment. The inconsistency derived
from Trudeau’s problem with the Foreign Policy and Defence Policy
departments as well as the need for discussion with Canada’s NATO
allies. The New Democratic Party, represented by Mr. Douglas,
shared the government’s views as regards the need for a change in
foreign policy with a view to a new Canadian role in the world, but
considered the Prime Minister’s statement too vague and pedestrian.
For this reason, Mr. Douglas moved a sub-amendment to delete
everything after the word “condemns” and replace it with “the failure
of the government to announce the withdrawal of the Canadian forces
from Europe, its failure to demand as a condition of Canada’s
continuing membership in the Alliance, that NATO change its role
from concentration on military measures to one of energetic pursuit of
détente in Europe, and also its failure to propose substantial reduction
in defence expenditures and a large increase in assistance to
developing nations1”.
The criticism and the resolution were controversial and vigorous
debate took place on 23 and 24 April. In addition to the two primary
objections, many other members of parliament expressed reservations.
Mr. Réal Caouette accused the Prime Minister of using foreign policy
to divert attention from Canada’s real needs and internal problems.
Mr Nesbitt argued that Canada was the “ham in the sandwich”
between the two major powers and that the first priority in foreign
policy should therefore be the prevention of nuclear war.
The debate was resumed the day after with Mitchell Sharp,
Secretary of State for External Affairs, required to respond to an
opposition request for information. The discussion then continued for
another six hours until 9 pm, when parliament voted against the
opposition’s amendments2 and in favour of Prime Minister’s motion
by a majority of 116 to 673.
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Contradictory claims were put forward by the opposition. While
Mr. Stenstead stated that the government was making a substantial
change in Canadian foreign and defence policies that would isolate the
country, the leader of the New Democratic Party argued that it was
making no change at all. The primary issues characterising Canadian
foreign policy in the 1960s emerged during the long parliamentary
debate : fear both of being too closely linked with the United States
and, at the same time, of being left to face the Soviet bloc alone ;
desire both for recognition as a playing an active part in world
development and for isolation enabling the to concentrate on its own
problems.
Even though Pierre Trudeau had stated repeatedly that with the
new government it would be foreign policy that influenced defence
policy, the first step he took was a review of defence policy. There are
two reasons for this, namely the strength of the NATO connection and
the fact that all postwar Canadian governments had based their foreign
policy on NATO and European defence. The new policy was neither
the result of reflection within the political parties nor influenced by
parliamentary discussion but instead the result of long and bitter
conflict between civil servants in the ministries of Defence and
External Affairs and a new generation of young politicians.
The result of the parliamentary debate was ultimately
satisfactory for Trudeau. He had stated that NATO involvement was a
political decision to be taken in Canada and by the Canadian
government, but could not decide when and how the reduction was to
place without first discussing it with the NATO allies in Washington.
He was thus obliged to be vague during the debate and obtained
approval for the principle of phased reduction, not for its planning.
This decision was one of the most significant for Canada during
the Cold War period. Trudeau reduced the standing commitment in
Europe but maintained forces in Canada for dispatch to Europe in the
event of emergencies. The purpose of this decision was not only
symbolic but also to give “visible evidence of Canada’s continuing
commitment to the alliance”.
The Trudeau administration pursued two apparently
contradictory policies with regard to Europe over the space of a
decade, reducing military involvement while at the same time stepping
up economic and commercial relations. The reasons for this lay in the
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deterioration of the special relationship with Britain1, Canada’s major
point of reference across the Atlantic2, and the efforts of the new
Nixon policy to bring about a change in Canada’s attitude toward
Europe.
In 1970 Trudeau published six booklets entitled Foreign Policy
For Canadians aimed at increasing popular involvement in foreign
policy decisions regarding Europe, the Pacific, the United Nations,
Latin America and international development. These pamphlets
targeted economic growth, social justice and quality of life as the
primary points of national interest for the future.
A key section of the pamphlet on Europe pointed out the need to
maintain an adequate measure of economic and political independence
in the face of American power. Describing this as a “problem Canada
shares with European nations”, it identified an “identity of interest and
an opportunity for fruitful cooperation” in dealing with it3. The
Canadian government accordingly endeavoured to strengthen its ties
with Europe without adopting anti-American measures but instead
establishing a new balance in North America and reinforcing
Canadian independence.
It was soon realised, however, that the real problem was to
convince Europeans that Canadian interests were not identical to those
of the USA. As Henry Kissinger wrote in a memorandum dated
29 September 1969, despite Trudeau’s efforts, Europeans still thought
Canada unable to take any kind of decision “without the more or less
tacit consensus of Washington”.
Mitchell Sharp, the Minister for External Affairs, also
endeavoured to illustrate the new approach in 1972 with a publication
entitled Canada-US Relations : options for the future4. The following
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questions were addressed : Does the interdependence with United
States impair the reality of Canada’s independence ? How strong has
the continental pull become ? Can it be resisted and controlled and, if
so, at what price ?
Trudeau’s government had three answers to these questions and
outlined three feasible options for the future of Canada’s relationship
with the United States. The first two were continuation along the same
path and even closer connections with the United States. The
government decided on the third : “Canada can pursue a
comprehensive long-term strategy to develop and strengthen the
Canadian economy and other aspects of its national life, and in the
process to reduce the present Canadian vulnerability1”. One way of
putting this into practice was by strengthening Canadian relations with
Europe and Japan2.
With Trudeau’s third option, Canada embarked on a new
international policy that has characterized its foreign policy ever since,
enabling it to pursue its traditional policy toward US-USSR relations
and keep its seat at the table.
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